Protegent Antivirus Solution
“Think Beyond Anti-Virus, Think Protegent”
Protegent is deciphered from French Word “Protégée”, which means “TO PROTECT”. As the name
suggests Protegent products have been designed to protect your Business, child, data and
computer/Laptop.
Unistal has developed advanced amenities that seemingly
discards all unwanted/unknown virus threats and make your
PC Virus Free!! Protegent Antivirus not only safeguard your
PC from all kind malwares but also provides Pro-Active inbuilt
data recovery software to ensure no loss of data/ files due to
any kind of logical crash or accidental deletion of data/files.
Components
 Protegent Antivirus


Crash Proof - Data Loss Prevention

Antivirus
Protegent has been infused with Next Generation Technology which helps to detect new threats
based on files/Data and URL reputation. Automatic processing of unknown suspicious samples is
done at our Protegent™ cloud system after these samples are collected. If a sample is found
malicious, automated signatures are generated and immediately rolled out. This blocks unknown
threats before they impact your pc and improves the overall efficiency to detect.

Key Features






Smart Code Emulations
USB Threat Protection
Zero day Malicious URL Protection
Anti -Ads Protection
Anti-Phishing Protection

Benefits




Protection against Adware/PUP (Potentially Unwanted Programs)
Low Foot Prints
Speed up your PC

Descriptions

Smart Code Emulations

Protegent strength lies in proactive detection of known and
unknown threats by means of complex definitions of malicious
behavior by using Smart Code Emulation signatures & neural
networks. A single signature can detect and block thousands of
known and unknown threats before they emerge. There entire
process is done without any impact on your system resource.

Anti-Ads Protection

With Protegent anti-ads protection, most of the Ads are
blocked and removed before data is downloaded to your
computer. This helps to increase faster uploading &
downloading and thereby saving your bandwidth.

USB Threat Protection

Protegent malware team has implemented Neural Smart Scan
which protects system from unknown USB threats. When a
USB is infected with malware, it usually creates short cuts and
hides the data inside it. Protegent has adapted to a different
and advanced approach to clean such infected USB drives.

Web Control

Protects against online risks and blocks Internet clutter.

Zero day Malicious URL
Protection

Malicious URL Protection provides another layer of protection
against command and control, botnet’s and suspicious links. If
any malicious URL communication is detected, the
communication is aborted and a warning block message
“blocked” is displayed to the user.

Anti Phishing Protection

Protegent encourages online shopping and provides protection
against fake phishing sites. Protegent anti-phishing adds one
more layer of protection. When a user’s computer attempts to
access a URL, it will be compared against DenySense.net
system of known phishing sites. If the fake URL is found,
connection to the URL is aborted and a warning message
“blocked” is displayed. Our database contains millions of
phishing websites and is regularly updated. With Protegent™
you are protected from scams with more comfortable and
safer online shopping.

Speed Up Your PC

Forget system slowdown situations with bloat ware products.
With Protegent™ Speed always Thrills! We build what you
always need, very light on your system resources and you don't
even notice it's running in the background & protecting you.

Low Foot Prints

Newly created signatures are packed together and regularly
released to our users in the form of a Threat Signature Foot
Print DB Update. These updates are rolled out on an hourly
basis, 24-7-365 days which keep Protegent up-to-date.

Protection against
Adware/PUP (Potentially
Unwanted Programs)

Protegent take down all Adware/PUP’s which overloads your
pc and compromise your privacy. Protegent Threat Research
team is continuously tracks growing numbers of Adware/PUP’s.
There are several types of signature definitions to detect the
outnumbered Adware/PUP’s which uses our built in technology
of Smart Code Emulations and other sources like sample
exchange or active honey pots.

Hourly update

Protegent Antivirus software is updated every hour and
protects our system from new viruses.

Setting Protection
Active Optimization

Protects your Protegent settings with a password, so that no
one can change or modify the settings even if the other user
has the admin rights.
Maximize operating performance & initiates high speed of
analysis and spontaneous response to the attackers.

Crash Proof
Crash Proof is proactive data recovery software that helps users to recover/restore any lost
data/files in a matter of time. This software is designed to keep the images of the file indexes/
disk properties and keeps on updating them at regular intervals. In this business /organization
world the data volume has raised so much that computer dependency has reached to high. As
the dependency grows, downtime increases as well. The reason for increase in downtime is
due to data loss which cost us more than the recreation cost. Data recovery doesn’t provide
you satisfactory result every time. So the users have requirement of software that can help
users to keep the image of the data. Crash proof takes the image of your data on regular

intervals and this information is stored in a protected area. Crash Proof uses these images to
track the lost/deleted files. Users can recover their lost files with the help of this software and
can un-format any lost drive.

Features:Deleted file/ folder recovery

Unformat formatted drives

Repair Corrupted / Deleted
Partition
Revive incase of FAT/MFT
Corruption.

This software supports deleted file /folder recovery. It can
recover the deleted/ lost files if they are deleted from your PC
even if they are not present in recycle bin.
The software can even Unformat the whole drive. With the
help of this product the user can revive the file system from
its replica, which is stored in some other location of the hard
disk.
With this software you can repair or build back the
corrupted/ deleted partition, which may occur due to virus
attacks or accidental deletion.
The software has a feature to build back your FAT/ MFT file
system. It supports 100% recovery in case your file system
gets corrupt.

System Requirements
Processors
Intel or AMD x32 or x64
Supported Operating Systems
Windows XP (SP 2), Vista (SP 2), Windows 7, Windows 8, 8.1 & 10, Windows Server 2003 and 2008

Net Framework 2.0
Required for Network Update server
Memory Consumption
40 MB
Free Disk Space
120 MB

Experience a brighter tomorrow ………………………..Today

